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Service: Sunday, 10:00 AM
Access codes are available at

https://uucookeville.org/2020/06/10/new-virtualservice-meeting-information/

April 4
Stoic and Didn’t Know It
Tracie Craighead
April 11
Completing the Stress Cycle
(Based on “Burnout”)
Deanna Lack
April 18
What Churches are Doing
Crys Zinkiewicz
April 25
Microaggression: How to Be a Better Ally
Deanna Lack
Recordings of past services are available at
https://uucookeville.org/worship/past-worshipservices/

Reflections: 11:00 AM

Every Sunday after Service, approximately
11:00 AM
Co‐facilitated by
Susan Ford and Deanna Lack
Reflections is an informal, non‐judgmental,
small‐group discussion of the sermon topic.
Participants share thoughts and insights or
just listen. All are welcome.

Board Meeting: 12:00 PM

Sunday, April 11, after Reflections,
approximately 12:00 PM

Chalice Circle: 6:00 PM

https://uucookeville.org/2020/08/01/new-chalicecircle-group/

Facilitated by Gates Craighead
Tuesday, April 6
Tuesday, April 20

Meditation: 6:00 PM

https://uucookeville.org/events/meditation/

Chakras
Facilitated by Deanna Lack
Tuesday, April 13
Tuesday, April 27

Fair Trade:

https://uucookeville.org/2020/05/22/fair-tradetable-curbside-pickup/

Cookeville City Water
By Carol Fleetwood
Ever hear of a flocculator? Read on. My phone interview
with Roger Phillips had a rocky start. After leaving a voice mail
informing him my small hot tub test strip revealed high pH, high
chlorine and low alkalinity, he wouldn’t identify himself over the
phone. I said hello to which he responded hello. Being irate,
thinking it was a telemarketer, I bellowed what do you want? He
then responded, you called me, what do you want? With much
chagrin, I apologized and by the end of our talk, he wouldn’t take
my cues and hang-up so I could jot down what he had said before
I forgot it.
He’s been superintendent of the Cookeville water treatment
plant, 9722 Water Plant Rd, Baxter, for 42 years and my test
strips, made in China, were not as sensitive as his machinery,
which made mine wrong and his correct. The plant is designed to
operate at 19.5 MGD (millions of gal/day), but only needs about
15 MGD, source is Center Hill Lake (Mine Lick Creek), a Corps
of Engineer lake which has many sources; such as, rivers, lakes,
streams, ponds, reservoirs, springs and wells. The lake bed
bottom is limestone. In the summer the alkalinity is higher
promoting unhealthy algae bloom. The plant tests for lead and pH
continually, and other tests run every 6 hrs. Iron, manganese and
algae are responsible for the odor and taste. He claims the lake
water may have microbes, pesticides, inorganic compounds
(salts/minerals), organic compounds, radioactive particles and
petroleum. Natural spring water is dangerous because it hasn’t
been tested and may have cryptosporidium, giardia, and E coli,
which can damage the kidneys, liver or nervous system. The lead
comes from household plumbing. Water should be run for 30
secs, if not used overnight, to flush the lead. He said that all I
need to know is on the Cookeville city website, just type
Cookeville city, TN. Well, almost everything. The water
treatment steps weren’t included. I found them online for the city

Saturdays, 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Facilitated by Linda Delventhal
Email: lindadel48@gmail.com

Food Pantry:
https://uucookeville.org/food-pantry/
Fund Raisers:
Including Bookshop

https://uucookeville.org/stewardship/fundraisers/

Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Cookeville
31 West First Street, Cookeville TN 38501
Deanna Lack, Pastor

Charles Zuller, Board President
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of San Angelo in Texas. It has a surface water
treatment plant, also, so I figured it was a similar
process.
1. COLLECTION — pumped to the treatment
plant.
2. SCREENING/STRAINING — a literal
screen eliminates twigs, leaves, glass, paper,
metal and animal debris.
3. CHEMICAL ADDITION –– Aluminum
sulfate or alum for clumping of suspended
particles.
4. COAGULATION/FLOCCULATION –– the
rapid mix with other coagulators to aid
clumping is done in a flocculator.
5. SEDIMENTATION/CLARIFICATION ––
the water is stilled and gravity eliminates the
clumps which are raked away at the bottom.
6. FILTRATION –– sand or gravel could be
used, but Cookeville uses a charcoal filter.
7. DISINFECTION –– chlorine gas or chlorine
dioxide bleach eliminates bacteria and Virus.
8. STORAGE –– the water is stored in one of 4ground-level tanks or 1-elevated tank.
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9. DISTRIBUTION –– through the 370+ miles
of pipe veins that crisscross the city. Two
miles of outdated water pipes are replaced
every year creating inconvenience for
motorists who have to circumvent road
construction.
I had to ask about tap water filters. “Don’t
believe them. They want you to buy their products.
Our water meets federal and TN water standards
every year. You can get sick from those filters.
Actually, just letting your water sit out in glass
containers will get rid of the chlorine gas.” He was
right; I found out there is a website devoted to
people sickened from using a Brita water pitcher
and filter with a bacteria growth on the filter and a
black/green mold build-up on the inside pitcher. It
can produce diarrhea, vomiting and Crohn’s
symptoms. I also found out that one of the germiest
places in the kitchen is the refrigerator water filter.
I promptly replaced my faucet filter and jotted it
down on the calendar. I also keep water in 10 mayo
jars on my kitchen counter and it tastes pretty good.
Thanks Cookeville and thanks Roger Phillips
for doing a wonderful job.
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Your Spiritual Journey
By Charles Zuller

1

Author’s note: The timeline cited below is condensed from the
March 2021 issue of UUA Southern Region newsletter, “The
Path of Leadership Development” by Nancy Combs-Morgan,
Cameron
Young,
and
Lillian
Drab-Braddick.
https://www.uua.org/southern/blog/path-leadershipdevelopment

Unitarian Universalists represent a progressive
faith community where people can explore their
spiritual journeys without judgment or fear.
Although we acknowledge every person’s spiritual
path is unique, we believe that community provides
essential support to that journey. Thus, regular
communal worship is one way of supporting each
other.
Therefore, let us prepare ourselves for the long
road ahead. Our journey through life was never
meant to be a straight and narrow path, but rather a
circuitous trek through life experiences. A rather
rocky road could lie in wait. We experience twists
and turns, detours and roadblocks, where we got
lost, and the smooth and straight paths that help us
endure.
Along the way we see road signs,
steppingstones, and our ever-helpful sojourners.
Therefore, we need to choose our companions
carefully, for we may have many obstacles and
setbacks on the road ahead of us. Some people will
join, some will depart, and some we must leave
behind. Although we may surround ourselves with
trusted companions, some things we are destined to
experience alone. Are you surprised someone has
already placed milestones?
In many forms, visitors enter the sanctuary (now
online). Some come into the space like wide-eyed
newborns trying to understand how any group can
possibly be so open and welcoming to everyone.
Others enter the area more like long-tail cats
coming into a room full of rocking chairs as they
dart from shadow to shadow. They feel they have
always been misunderstood and alone. Why will
this group treat them any differently than everyone
else has to this point?
After one to two years, friends of the
congregation think about becoming members. They
listen to other peoples’ stories about previous
religious experiences. They become more open and

sharing about their own background. They hear
about the Unitarian Universalist history and the
meanings associated with the covenant. They make
decisions if they want to belong with such a group.
These people volunteer and aid small group leaders.
They become committee members.
After two to four years, members become more
involved in community building efforts and
understanding the interrelationships between the
committees. These people become committee
chairs and join the board of directors. The energy
of the congregation is often found here.
After five to seven years, wanderlust often
occurs. This group perceives the advantages and
disadvantages to an organization that does not rely
on a creed to keep everyone thinking similarly.
Sometimes this group is eager to add to or subtract
from the covenant.
However, during the
deconstruction and reexamination of their faith
system, these members often manage to improve
their spiritual knowledge and strengthen their faith.
The small-group leaders are often found here. They
have performed a self-check and are willing to help
others do likewise. Similarly, board members are
often found within this group.
Members who have stayed the course for seven
to ten years are actively working for the faith
traditions. They have accepted the deep spiritual
satisfaction arising from helping others explore their
own faith. They often teach classes and fill board
leadership positions. The minister or worship chair
may call upon this group for feedback and
recommendations for changes to the worship
program.
Finally, members staying ten plus years
represent the bedrock of the congregation. This
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group becomes the elder advisers to the other
groups and leaders. Leaders of the congregation are
found here. Often this group develops and/or
maintains the leadership development program.
These members represent the collective knowledge
of the congregation and help everyone else maintain
focus on the future while retaining ties with the
past.
How did you compare to the above average
ranges? Are you setting the pace for other members
or are you lagging the group? Perhaps you have
ventured off on a tangent and need to refocus on our
mission. Get involved! UUCC needs YOU!
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ADOPT-A-ROAD: A SUCCESS STORY
1

By Susie Zuller
276 pounds! That’s how much litter that UUCC
volunteers gathered from our initial Adopt-a-Road
event. 18 individuals gathered in the Ficosa parking
lot on Saturday, March 20, at 2:00 p.m. After a bit
of distance socializing, we split into groups to
gather litter along a one-mile stretch of Highlands
Park Blvd. west to the roundabout at Venture Dr.
and south to Bennett Rd.
According to Rob Wright, executive coordinator
with the Keep Putnam County Beautiful -- Clean
Commission, our 276 pounds were weighed,
recorded, and properly disposed of. He added that
he will send a report on our volunteer efforts to the
Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT).
“TDOT,” Wright stated, “provides grants [to
counties] based on the number of volunteer hours.”
UUCC donated 38 volunteer hours!
After finishing Saturday, a small group gathered
to discuss the next UUCC Adopt-a-Road event. We
tentatively plan to schedule a Saturday in either late
June, July, or early August. The consensus was that
because of the summer heat, meeting at 9:00 a.m.
would be best. We hope to see everybody in the
summer!
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Prof. Andy Smith at TTU sent some students my way
who are doing a research project about UUism. I
thought they had some great questions and that
maybe this would be a good addition to the
newsletter.

We also believe in congregational polity, which
means our individual congregations define their
governance and practices, so each congregation will
have different mission, vision, and covenant.

Unitarian Universalism is well known for having
the freedom of belief / worship but is there any
traditions / doctrines that are quite important that
are still being practiced today? And why?
We started out as two denominations,
Unitarianism and Universalism, and both have roots
that go back to before the founding of this country.
Unitarianism's focus was a reaction to the
predestination of Calvinism. Rather than being
predestined for heaven or hell, Unitarians declared
that you had to live a good life. Universalists, on
the other hand, believed that everyone is deserving
of salvation, without exception (universalism). The
Transcendentalists had a hand in shifting our
theology from “focused on salvation” to “focused
on doing good works in the world as we experience
it today.” Between the mid-1800s and mid-1900s
the Unitarians shifted more and more this way. In
1961 the two denominations merged. Even before
that, though, they were focused on becoming
religions that were non-creedal, non-doctrinal. So
we have absolutely no doctrines today. We do our
best to live by seven principles and we focus on
being better humans and embracing all religious
traditions as different ways to get there. Here are
the Seven Principles.
https://www.uua.org/beliefs/what-webelieve/principles
Today, instead of creed/doctrine, we have
covenant.
Our congregation has a mission
statement to define why we exist, and a covenant
that defines how we want to be with one another.
When we have disagreements, we call one another
back to covenant to remember why we do what we
do. Those documents can be found here:
https://uucookeville.org/about-us/our-mission-andvision/
https://uucookeville.org/about-us/our-covenant/

From your experience, what about Unitarian
Universalism draws all different people from
various other religious backgrounds? Why did
you become a part of Unitarian Universalism or
how were you influenced?
It's because we are non-creedal; we're all
seekers walking different paths together, and we
embrace that and celebrate it. We also make a point
of being inclusive in other ways; I think one thing
that many people know first about us is that we
welcome LGBTQ+ members as they are, and
celebrate their identities, too.
That's true of
everyone. Our first principle is the inherent worth
and dignity of everyone.
I myself left a very strict religion; I was raised a
Jehovah's Witness. After I left that in my 30s, I
explored everything from Eastern religions to
paganism and everything else I could think of, so I
was already laying the groundwork to become a
UU. A friend invited me to hear her speak at the
congregation, and I was acquainted with it through
other friends. Some stressful events in my life left
me craving spiritual community again, and when
that happened, I knew exactly where I belonged. :)
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Which aspect of Unitarian Universalism do you
like the most?
1

In what ways has Unitarian Universalism made an
impact in modern culture, society, and the lives of
others? What organizations have they supported
in pursuit of peace and unity?
In part, that depends on how you define modern.
Unitarianism was extremely influential in the late
1700s and early 1800s. But we have always
supported liberal values. Many of our members
were among the most outspoken abolitionists. Our
members marched in Selma and a Unitarian
minister, James Reeb, was killed there in the
violence. We have been outspoken supporters of
civil rights, women's rights, labor rights, immigrant
rights, LGBTQ rights, and more. We are much less
mainstream than the early Unitarians were, but no
less outspoken. We have partners in many liberal
faith and justice organizations. Our own local
congregation has partnered with NAACP, Impact,
the Gay-Straight Alliance, UC Pride, Save the
Children, Sierra Club, local libraries, TTU's
Women's Center and Project Awaken, Highlands
Residential Services, and several local churches in
interfaith initiatives.

I came from a religion that believed that God
was going to destroy the world at Armageddon and
then fix everything and make it a paradise. Now I
believe that we're the ones we're waiting for. I love
that my religion is making a difference in the world
and making it more like the world I want to live in,
and I love discussing at our services ways that we
can play a small part in that and support those who
are playing a large part. I also love the seeking part.
I've been a seeker all my life, and now I can take
my inspiration anywhere I find it (which is
everywhere!).

In what ways can someone get involved and
actively participate in Unitarian Universalism?
How often does your organization host events for
people to participate in to better know and
understand your organization's goal, mission, and
focus?
It's a little difficult right now because of Covid,
but we hope to meet in person again soon. We've
gone to entirely online services on Zoom. Our
services are Sundays at 10:00, and the link can be
found on our website, uucookeville.org, along with
a ton of information on who we are and what we do.
We also have meditation and a small group
discussion called Chalice Circle on alternating
Tuesdays at 6:00. When we meet in person we do
game nights, movie nights, and have an active
social justice group. All of that is on the events link
on the website, too. We're currently looking at a
couple of projects: we're doing a highway cleanup
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this month, and we're hoping to build a community
garden.
We occasionally have "UUism 101" classes for
people interested in membership or just learning
more. There's also lots of information at uua.org
about UUism as a whole.
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I'm always available to answer questions!
Thanks so much for reaching out, I hope this is
helpful.
Deanna Lack
Lay Minister, UU Congregation of Cookeville

HIGHLIGHTS OF BOARD MEETING OF MARCH 14, 2021
By Susie Zuller, Board Secretary
The format allows you to see who has what UUCC
position and what that person is doing for UUCC
and the community. If you wish to volunteer for any
of these projects, please definitely contact someone.
Ensure that your spirit of activism is used for the
greater good.
Charles (president)
Charles reported he is still attending the Southern
Region Presidents’ Gatherings. Charles wrote two
newsletter articles. With Susie, he answered the
UUCC telephone response line. He led a discussion
on who might be the 2021-2022 president as there
currently is no president elect.
Empty (president-elect)
The president-elect position for the 2021-2022
Board year is still open. According to UUCC bylaws, the principal function of the president-elect is
to assume the duties of the president in the absence
of the president and assume the duties of president
following the end of the current president’s term. If
you think you may be interested in being the Board
president for the 2021-2022 year, please contact any
current or former Board member. Because Board
meetings are being held via Zoom immediately after
services and some Board votes are taken via email,
you do not need to reside anywhere in or near

Cookeville. What a fabulous volunteer opportunity
for our members and friends who have moved!
Jenifer (treasurer)
Jenifer attended the third Southern Region on-line
training. As Jenifer was absent, Charles (as
president and past treasurer) reported that the
February income “was the worst income report [he
had] seen since 2013,” which was Charles’s first
year on the Board. The Board discussed potential
reasons for the low income, including the ice storm.
[
Treasury Report
February 2021
Jan – Feb 2021
Income: $764
Income: $4,449
Expenses: $565
Expenses: $1,373
]
Susie (secretary)
Susie reported that she was keeping in touch with
organizations using the UUCC space and working
on the “Funeral Wishes” form. Her outreach
included writing two newsletter articles and
answering queries regarding UUCC via phone and
social media. With the food pantry, Susie proposed
that until UUCC meets in person again all items be
donated to Helping Hands of Putnam County. She
is finalizing the Adopt-a-Road program.
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Cassandra (member-at-large)
Cassandra reported she attended the third session of
the Southern Region on-line training and worked on
the website. She will continue “tweaking” the new
UUCC brochure and research printing quotes.
Janie (member-at-large)
Janie reported that as UUCC’s pianist, she is
continuing to work on recording hymns for services.
With the Board and other attendees, she discussed
how to continue with the Circle of Care. For
outreach, Janie discussed UUism during Deanna’s
online coffee hour with a visitor.
Norma (member-at-large)
Norma reported she attended the third session of the
Southern Region on-line training. She subscribed to
the UU Ministry for Earth and plans to contribute to
the newsletter. She tentatively plans to begin a
Craft Time gathering for when UUCC is meeting in
person again.
Deanna (minister)
De reported she attended the third session of the
Southern Region on-line training. She gave two
sermons, attended and led other congregation
activities, contributed to social media, delved into
her CLM [Certified Lay Ministry] studies, cared for
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the congregation, did some community outreach,
met with the UUCC Committee on Ministry, and
had some time for self-care. De is volunteering on
UUCC projects of the community garden (led by
Michelle) and Adopt-a-Road (led by Susie). With
Cassandra and Janie, she is working on visitor
resources. With several other congregants, De is
helping plan UUCC’s community garden. Also
with other congregants, she is exploring a UU
common read via Zoom. De is exploring the
possibility of forming a Right Relations Committee.
De led a Board discussion on her series of sermons
on perhaps working on the UUCC Vision
Statement. She led a discussion on Religious
Education and how to incorporate it.
With
Rochelle, De explained her CLM service-learning
initiative and Rochelle’s LEAN Initiative. [more on
LEAN next month]
Gates (chair of the Worship Committee)
Gates reported UUCC is in dire need of more
service coordinators.
Either she, Cassandra,
Deanna, Tracie, or a combination can give training
for this important volunteer position.
Gates (chair of the Committee on Ministry)
Gates had no report as the committee did not meet
due to the ice storm.
Vote
The Board voted unanimously to “partner with the
LEAN project and Deanna will be the UUCC
contact.” The vote was taken after discussion,
motion from Norma, and seconded by Cassandra.
Next Board Meeting
Sunday, April 11, at approximately11:45 a.m., via
Zoom immediately following Reflections. Members
and friends of UUCC are welcomed and encouraged
to attend Board meetings.
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IT’S A SMALL WORLD, AFTERALL
Editorial (Things I Think About)
By Sandra Jordan
Recently I encountered a Facebook post by a
rural Texas woman, She argued against needing
governmental intervention in dealing with the
disruption of electricity created by the rare severe
snow. To her mind, all that was necessary was to
roll up her sleeves, engage her American initiative,
and deal with it relying on her individual ingenuity.
As admirable that that is, it cannot be applied
everywhere.
In urban areas, there are many
individuals competing for the same resources, and
management is necessary to ensure that everyone
benefits. As the world contracts, I believe it is
necessary for us to sacrifice some of these frontier
qualities, such as self-sufficiency, in the interest of
the common good. Ric Finch touched on this point
during reflections after our service on American
Ideals and an Ideal America. Some folks would
rather risk endangering lives than humble
themselves by wearing a mask or being vaccinated
to protect against Covid-19. When one’s freedom
stops at infringing on another’s, we can no longer
isolate ourselves from considering how everyone is
affected by any event. We need to invest in the
paradigm that we each do better when everyone
does better. This
idea was reflected in Susie
Zuller’s March 21st and Norma Scarlet’s March 26th
Facebook posts. I also believe that one should
contribute to society according to one’s abilities. It
is a wise government that nurtures its individual
citizens in order to become stronger as a whole.
I believe in order to accomplish this goal, it is
important that all citizens are able to vote. In the
aftermath of last November’s election, when so
much misinformation was disseminated regarding
its validity, many states are initiating more stringent
voting requirements. While I think that current
election measures to verify U.S. citizenship are
adequate, at first glance it seems simple enough to
require a birth certificate. You have to have one to
get a driver’s license, and you have to have one to
get social security benefits. I have routinely
acquired a voter registration card ever since I was
old enough to vote with no difficulty. In more
recent years, I have not had to present it when
voting. However, I have read accounts where it
isn’t so easy to acquire a birth certificate. Every
state has different rules. If your parents did not
have the foresight to get one and save it for you,
then you might have some difficulty in acquiring
one. I have one only because I requested it when I
needed it to go on a cruise some years ago. Just last
week, I went through the online process of applying
for one from Texas, and it was easy enough. To
complete the request, I would have to mail it in.
Also, it would cost something like $50. If you don’t
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have an extra $50, it could present an obstacle. But
state legislatures are moving beyond that simple
requirement and putting elections under the control
of the political party in power. I can only hope that
we can persist in making our voices heard
regardless of the complications and can cause their
efforts to backfire.
All the preceding is to set up a comparison
between what some people think are fair
requirements for voting while claiming that similar
background disclosures are burdensome for gun
control. (Tennesse has recently eliminated the need
for a permit at all.) It should not be easier to buy a
gun than it is to vote! The framers of the
constitution and the second amendment could not
have foreseen the kind of assault weapons that are
available today. When they said arms, they meant
muskets and long rifles, which were used not just
for defense, but also to put food on the table.
Doesn’t law abiding citizens outfitting themselves
with assault weapons to defend against the same
create some kind of fatal domino effect? I am
beginning to form the impression that professional
criminals may handle weapons more responsibly
than the average law abiding individual. I would
dare to argue that most of those guilty of mass
shootings were law abiding citizens until they
weren’t. Personally, I think assault weapons should
be restricted to the military (an possibly to SWAT
teams).
Furthermore, strict constitutional
interpretation would confine the public to muskets
and long rifles. Submitting to gun control laws
seems like a small concession to make in the
interest of the common welfare. I am skeptical that
early exposure to gun usage and safety would
mitigate misuse. The mere image of a child
operating a gun is horrifying to me. Opponents of
the common good principle (differentiated from the
greater good) combat it by conjuring up
exaggerated fears of socialism and communism.
We have seen in recent months that even democracy
can be corrupted into something bad. We need to
strive for goodness regardless of the negative labels
that may be applied.
As our world shrinks, I believe that we will have
to adapt or destroy ourselves. In the interest of
growth, some of us may have to leave behind some
things that we regret, even mourn, losing. The rest
of us can contribute to progress by empathizing,
even if we don’t feel the loss. The goal of a more
perfect union is worth both.

